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The objective of this study is  to  suggest the  combination types of logistics 

organization and logistics strategy suitable for the  efficient utilization of LIS 

through the  analysis on alignment between logistics organization structure and 

logistics strategy from the viewpoint of the  utilization of LIS. In order to accom- 

plish th is ,  the  difference of LIS utilization performance between the  combination 

types of logistics organization structure and logistics strategy was analyzed. 

Based on the  responses of 172 corporations, this study proved t h a t  logistics 

organization structure suitable for the  utilization of LIS may be completely 

different depending on the  type of logistics strategy with which i t  i s  combined. 

and in th is  very respect, market  oriented organization-technology oriented 

strategy, functional logistics organiza tion-systema tic strategy, functional logistics 

organization-control oriented strategy, process s taff  organization-systematic 

strategy. a n d  process line organization-control oriented s t ra tegy were classified 

a s  the  congruent groups for the  efficient utilization of LIS. 
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I .  Logistics Organization Type and the Util ization 

Performance of  LIS 

Logistics management of a corporation encompasses a wide range of applications 

and maintains inseparable relations with other divisions such a s  purchasing. 

production and sales.  Accordingly, in order to effectively control and adjust 

logistics activities, exclusive organization is required. In other words, those 

responsible for logistics management and the  type of organization should be 

clearly established. In th is  respect. i t  is appropriate to s t a te  t h a t  many cor- 

porations recognizing the  importance of logistics have begun with the  

institution of logistics division. However, a n  important point should be kept in 

mind when insti tuting logistics division; tha t  i s ,  to  recognize t h a t  logistics 

divisions can not be effective simply a s  a result of their existence. If th is  point 

is ignored, the  logistics division may not be a s  effective a s  i t  is expected to be. 

I t  is not an  easy t a sk  to present a single type of organization t h a t  is best 

suitable for logistics management[l31 because decisions must be made on 

whether to place the  new division in a n  independent place or to incorporate i t  

into an  appropriate existing division even if a corporation decides to insti tute a 

new division for logistics management,  and i t  must be recognized t h a t  each 

corporation has various types of industry and characteristics. This difficulty 

also makes the  position of logistics division within an  organization extremely 

flexible, which is a rarely seen phenomenon in production or sales divisions 

because the  independent and solid s t a tus  of these divisions does not change 

regardless of how a corporation may be restructured. 

The problem on the  s t a tus  of logistics division can also be linked to the  

utilization of LIS by presenting the  following two research questions. The first 

question is on the  existence and position of an  exclusive division in charge of 

logistics activities within the  organization, which should be dealt  with in order 

to  determine how the institution of systematic logistics organization may affect 

the improvement of LIS utilization performance. The second question is concerned 
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with whether the  logistics division takes responsibility for the  utilization of 

LIS, and which relationship i t  has  with the existing information system division. 

This  can also be regarded a s  a n  important research subject in t h a t  the  

~ f fec t ive  utilization of LIS may be decided upon by the  clarity of authority and 

1.esponsibility on LIS and t h e  organizational relationships between the  two 

divisions 

Scholars have conflicting opinions about the effects tha t  the level of formalization 

and centralization of logistics organization have on t h e  utilization of LIS. 

[121[601[1091 Ein-Dor and Segev[301 and Raymond[851 asser t  t h a t  a formalized 

logistics organization leads general  logistics activities and ins t i tu tes  regulations 

and procedures which facilitate daily decision-making, and they also contend 

t h a t  more formalized corporations have more sophisticated information systems 

and corporations with more advanced information sys tems utilize information 

technology more effectively. Fredrickson[331, on the  other h a n d ,  argues t h a t  

even though a high degree of formalization may eliminate the  ambiguity of 

roles, i t  restricts t h e  organization members' discretionary rights in decision 

making and disturbs t h e  pursuit  of new opportunities and  innovation. Webster 

11061 points out t h a t  a str ict  and extremely formalized mechanical organization 

cannot accept innovation, whereas Sapolsky[90) s t a t e s  t h a t  although a n  

organization with a low degree of formalization and centralization is far more 

open to and accepts innovation, i t  is difficult to  actually pu t  into practice. 

Kennedy[601 also comments t h a t  t h e  effects of formalization depend upon t h e  

s tage  of innovation process, and  t h a t  a n  organization is more susceptible to 

innovation when i t  is less formalized in i t s  beginning stages.  Droge. Germain 

and Daugherty(271 discovered t h a t  corporations with decentralized organizational 

s t ructures  utilize computers less than  do those with centralized s t ructures .  

through studies on logistics-related computer software and information variables. 

Their study indicates t h a t  centralization may increase t h e  possibility of 

accepting and seeking innovation in logistics information technology. On the  

other hand.  Fredrickson[331 claims t h a t  centralization, in  general ,  delays the  



initiation of decision-making, while Moch and Morse[781 and Kennedy(601 also 

claim t h a t  centralization has  a negative effect on the acceptance of technology 

innovation. 

11. Alignment between Logistics Organization 

and Logistics Strategy 

As mentioned in  the preceding section, previous studies on the  relationship 

between logistics organization structure and the  utilization of LIS are  proven to 

be inconsistent. Consequently, this means t h a t  circumstantial variables, such 

as  the logistics strategy of a corporation, may significantly affect the  relationship 

between logistics organization and t h e  utilization of LIS. Through the  analysis 

of how strategy and organizational structure are directly influenced by information 

technology. Bowersox and Daugherty ( 141 argue t h a t  strategic choice depends on 

the  adoption of information technology, which in turn .  will necessitate 

organizational s t ructure  adaptation.  Egelhoff[291 and Rumelt[881 insist  t h a t  

strategic choices determine structure and changes in market strategy will 

necessitate organization s t ructure  modification to accommodate new operational 

requirements including IS. Tavakolian[l031 asser ts  t h a t  a corporation's com- 

petitive strategy is closely related to the degree of centralization of IS organization. 

and some researchers, including Clemons and Row. note tha t  different competitive 

strategies may influence various types of IS organization and utilization.[l7l 

(531[561[821 Floyd and Woolbridge(321 also prove empirically t h a t  strategy has  

a significant influence on the relationship between IS organization and performance, 

with Smith .  Guthrie and Chen(951 concurring on the  above relationship. 

The congruent relationship between logistics strategy and logistics organization 

structure can be roughly inferred from reviewing previous studies emphasizing 

the  alignment of a corporation's organization and strategy.[151[541[681(77) 

[921[1051 This is because logistics strategy should be regarded a s  a company- 

level s t ra tegy ra the r  than a single functional strategy, in t h a t  management 
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strategy of a corporation is established and implemented based on logistics- 

related factors. including structural  factors such a s  logistics system design. 

logistics capability. the  location of distribution centers ,  the  selection of logistics 

facilities and vertical integration, and functional factors such a s  inventory 

control, schedule control and information technology.[861 The research of Miles 

and Snow[771 particularly among previous researches on the  alignment of 

organization and strategy, identified a theory which bridges the  gap between 

studies on strategy and organization behavior by taking into consideration both 

environmental conditions and internal suitability in relation to performance. 

The environmental conditions mentioned here refer to the  strategy type of a n  

organization t h a t  satisfies the  requirements of a given environment. Miles and 

Snow classify these  conditions into four different strategy types; prospector. 

defender, analyzer and reactor. 

The prospector, represented by diversification, flexibility and innovation, is a 

strategic pat tern  to meet the  requirements of a dynamic environment. This 

strategy identifies the possibility of a corporation's success in daring investments 

on new technology and facilities. the  development of new products, and 

pioneering new market opportunities rather than focusing on stability. Therefore. 

an  extensive marketing plan and a decentralized management system is preferred. 

a s  focus is placed on the  promotion ra ther  than  restriction of organizational 

activities. On the  other hand,  the  defender scheme represented by efficiency. 

integration and progressiveness is a strategic pat tern  used to satisfy the  

requirements of a stable environment. This strategy focuses on the  stability of 

organization and takes  a cautious s tand on changes in the  environment. This is 

also a style which, with a narrow range of products. defends itself from market 

infiltration by competitors.[l041 Hence, a small-scale plan and a centralized 

control system is preferred, where only a limited amount of environment analysis 

i s  carried out .  Analyzers, a combination of the  above two patterns.[771 actively 

cope with innovation in the  market by flexibly utilizing additional facilities 

while simultaneously depending on a stable operating system. This is  done to  



maximize profit opportunities while minimizing risk. Accordingly. t h e  matrix 

organization approach focusing on the  coordination of management activities i s  

preferred. Reactors, meanwhile, remain unstable without consistent response 

mechanisms capable of adapting themselves to changing environments (261. 

The strategy types presented by Miles and Snow have been utilized in many 

subsequent researches. Among them,  research conducted by E .E .  Adam and Eli 

Segev deserves special attention. Adam (11 asserts that  Miles and Snows' strategic 

pat terns  are  very useful for the classification of production strategies a s  

organizational strategies,  while in his "Analytical Study of Division-level 

Strategic Patterns."[931 Segev evaluates each of Miles and Snows' strategies by 

conducting factor analyses on 24 different i tems. 

ID. Research Model Components 

3.1 Utilization Performance of LIS 

Concerning the performance measurement of information systems, many scholars 

have carried out research in a variety of ways. If these existing studies are  

rearranged from t h e  viewpoint of the  utilization of information system in  

logistics, t h e  performance of LIS can be categorized into quanti tat ive and 

qualitative aspects.  The performance of LIS in  terms of quant i ty  means t h e  

degree to which information systems are utilized by logistics functions, ranging 

from material  procurement to the  distribution of finished products [121[161 

[311(361[411 I441 (451. Meanwhile. the  performance of LIS in  terms of quality 

refers to the  technological level of t h e  system and system management ability 

of a corporation. 

As t h e  functional s t ructure  of LIS has  recently become more complicated with 

the  construction of on-line networks through the  integration of large capacity 

computers and communication lines, the  utilization level of LIS cannot be 

measured simply based on t h e  frequency of usage or t h e  amount of t ime spent  

on t h e  system. I t  also becomes meaningless to measure t h e  utilization level of 
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LIS based on a n  abstract  index, a s  the  utilization scope of information systems 

in logistics has  widened due to the  trend of integrated LIS. Hence, a systematic 

classification of functional LIS should be considered vital for a more concrete 

and efficient measurement of the  utilization level of LIS. 

Balloul51 classifies I,IS into seven functional systems: facility location, inventory 

control, order ent ry ,  vehicle scheduling, warehouse layout planning, freight ra te  

retrieval,  and product and shipment tracing.  On the  other hand.  House[481 

characterizes LIS according to five systems: facility location, inventory control, 

transportation scheduling, production scheduling, and total physical distribution. 

Mentzer and Schuster[761. meanwhile, divide the  functional system into facility 

location, terminal analysis,  carrier routing and scheduling, and logistics system 

design, while Stenger[981 classifies i t  according to transaction system. short-term 

scheduling and inventory replenish sys tem,  flow planning system. network 

planning and design system. Additionally. Gustin[401 assigns ten  functional 

system classifications: forecasting, planning, budgeting, inventory management.  

production planning and control, procurement, order processing and invoicing. 

customer service, transportation management and facility management ,  while a t  

t h e  same  time presenting development and utilization strategies of LIS with 

respect to these  categories. 

Each existing study on t h e  technological performance of information systems 

has  different measurement factors and classification criteria according to the 

characteristics of evaluation systems, such a s  the  variables and items measured. 

methodology. and range. The four factors t h a t  a r e  frequently used among these  

diversified measurement factors of technical performance a r e  the  degree of user 

satisfactionl41(351[471~521[671[711[941 [ l o l l  [1121, the degree of technical success 

and profitability[gl [251[501[551[621[721. the  degree of support  in t h e  decision- 

making processl591~631~671~701~801~941,  and system compatibility within and 

outside of the  corporation~41~701~711~941. 

The administrative performance of information systems is closely related to 

t h e  following three  organizational problems t h a t  appear when t h e  information 
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system is executed: employee resistance to change[241[581[651 [1101, change in 

the  power structure between divisions within the  organization tha t  result  in 

discord among different divisions[lOl[581[701 [a91 [911, and difficulty in harmonious 

cooperation and communication between system users and developers due to 

cognitive differences and semantic gaps[211[961[1121. Hence, the degree of 

management and implementation on these organizational problems can be 

regarded as yardsticks that  measure the administrative performance of information 

systems. According to their  relevance, six factors frequently used among the 

measurement factors of administrative performance suggested by existing 

studies can be summarized a s  follows: the degree of management 's  awareness 

on information s~s t ems~21~231~371~511~611~711~791~871~961~1021~1101~1111 .  the  

systematization level of a n  IS plan[371[581[641[831[1021, the  procurement and 

training of system specialists[31[81[341[461[491[651[791[871[891[1071. the ability 

of performance measurement and control over information systems [61[91[101 

[581[651[831[1101[1131, t h e  participation level of field managers,  cooperative 

companies. and trading companies for system development[581[651~831. and 

the  investment ability and experience in developing a system[191[2111391(461. 

3.2 Logistics Organizat ion 

Since the  early 1970s.  a trend has  emerged toward t h e  integration of many 

logjstics functions under one top-ranking corporate executive and a continual 

expansion of the  logistics executive's span of control, through which some 

studies have tried to identify competitive and efficient logistics organization 

types[71[131[141 [I81 [731[741[751. 

Bowersox and Daugherty,  using a qualitative research design, investigate 

links between organization s t ructure  and logistics strategy by identifying three 

distinctly different logistics organization forms on t h e  basis of their primary 

strategic th rus t :  (1) process-oriented. (2 )  market-oriented, and ( 3 )  information- 

oriented[l31[181. In process-oriented organization. a broad group of traditional 

logistics functions are  managed a s  a value added system, where management 
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emphasis is on achieving maximum efficiency from consolidating purchasing. 

manufacturing,  scheduling, and physical distribution. The primary object of this 

organization type is to gain control over activities t h a t  give rise to costs by 

managing logistics flow. In market-oriented organization, a limited number of 

traditional logistics activities a r e  managed across two or more business uni ts .  

with emphasis placed on achieving synergism from coordinated physical distribution. 

The goal is to  facilitate sales and logistical coordination in order to serve 

common customers from various business uni ts .  and t h e  focus i s  on reducing 

the  complexity t h a t  customers face in order to maximize customer service a s  a 

source of competitive advantage for the  overall parent  firm. In information- 

oriented organization, a diverse group of tradit ional logistics activities together 

with a n  array of other activities are  managed a s  a channel sys tem,  where focus 

i s  placed on coordination with and control of a n  extensive network of dealers 

and distributors.  Achieving inter-organizational coordination and collaboration 

through logistics and information management are  stressed in  th is  s t ra tegy,  

which was  renamed channel strategy by t h e  researchers in a la ter  s tudy.  

Because t h e  Bowersox/Daugherty description of each organization type concisely 

identifies their  na tu re ,  goal, and focus, i t  appears  t h a t  a t t i tudinal  scales can 

be developed to evaluate the  logistics organizations of firms by developing 

groups of att i tudinal questions t h a t  address each of the  three organizations[73). 

Stolle[1001 noted t h a t  within the  three basic types of organizational structures,  

logistics activities can be line, staff, or a combination of line and staff. In t h e  

staff organization, line activities such a s  order processing, trafficking, and 

warehousing a r e  housed under production. marketing.  or finance/accounting. 

with various staff activities assist ing and coordinating line functions. The  

combination of line and staff activities joins these two organizational types,  so 

a s  to eliminate t h e  shortcomings inherent in  systems where line and staff 

activities a r e  not coordinated. In t h e  typical staff approach to organization. 

logistics primarily finds itself assuming a n  advisory role. whereas in  line 

organizations, logistics responsibilities are  operational. Tha t  i s ,  i t  deals with 



t he  management of day-to-day activities. 

DeHayes and Taylor[221 suggests other organizational approaches which include 

logistics a s  a function, logistics a s  a program, and t h e  matrix organization 

approach. They noted t h a t ,  when logistics is organized a s  a program, distribution 

activity assumes the  role of a program in which the  entire company participates 

and to which functional areas are  subordinate.  As  a middle approach between 

the  two extremes represented by the  functional and program approaches. the 

matrix management approaches requires the  coordination of activities across 

unit  lines in the  organization. 

Classifications of existing studies on logistics organization examined above are  

not absolute, a s  s ta ted by Bowersox and Daugherty [131, because each s tudy 

has  classified organization forms according to i t s  own rational criteria. However. 

through a reexamination of the  previous s tudies ,  two common factors t h a t  

determine the  logistics organization s t ructure  of a corporation can be extracted: 

the strategic position of a logistics division representing i t s  level of formalization. 

and t h e  business control area  of a logistics division representing the  degree of 

responsibility and authority of logistics management.  The business control a rea  

of a logistics division can be regarded a s  a problem related to responsibility 

and authority between a logistics division and a n  existing information system 

division in terms of t h e  utilization of LIS. In  th is  respect,  t he  organizational 

relation between a logistics division and a n  existing information system division 

can also be considered a n  important determinator of organization s t ructure  t h a t  

may affect t h e  utilization performance of LIS. Accordingly, various types of 

logistics organization can be presented according to t h e  combination of these  

two determinant factors. 

3.3 Logistics Strategy 

Logistics s t ra tegy plays the  role of centralizing a corporation's resources and 

efforts within t h e  range of management capability to achieve corporate objectives 

on a long-term basis[381. Previous studies on such logistics strategy can be 
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generalized into two directions. The first direction is in a strategic s tudy t h a t  

focuses on t h e  relevance of corporation's characteristics. McGinnis and Kohn 

[731 discuss the issue of logistics in a strategic dimension, suggesting t ime 

competitiveness, the  awareness of top managers,  and organizational envi- 

ronment a s  the  strategic variables related to logistics. The second direction can 

be found in a study t h a t  aims to disclose logistics performance factors. Dawe 

[201 surveyed 493  U.S. corporations to identify factors of logistics performance 

from t h e  viewpoint of information technology utilization, wherein logistics 

specialists'  a t t i tude,  technical proficiency and logistics organization s t ructure  

are analyzed a s  important factors. On the  other hand,  Handfield and Withersl431 

analyze the  fundamental  differences in logistics strategies between corporations 

in Hungary.  China,  Korea and J a p a n  in  t e rms  of performance. 

Compared with studies emphasizing t h e  importance of strategic management 

on logistics. there are  relatively few studies on logistics strategy types and 

related variables[281. In joint research presented by Rao, Stenger and Wu(841. 

t h e  types of logistics strategy a r e  said to be determined according to joint 

relations of hierarchical planning factors such a s  customer service/network 

design,  network optimization, flow planning, and transaction systems/short  

term scheduling with logistics strategy factors such a s  customer service levels. 

channels,  facility locations, allocations, inventories, transportation,  information 

management ,  and organization. In  addition. Yang[lO81 divides logistics activity 

factors into two types: those i n  t e rms  of facility and technology and those i n  

terms of administration.  Based on t h e  degree of utilizing these  factors. Yang 

also classifies logistics strategies into four types: technology-oriented. control- 

oriented,  systematic,  and inefficient, to  analyze relations with performance. 

What  is interesting about Yang's s tudy ,  in  particular,  i s  t h a t  t h e  four types 

of logistics strategy presented i n  his s tudy can be matched with Snow and  

Miles' four strategies mentioned in the  preceding sections. Tha t  is ,  technology- 

oriented logistics strategy emphasizing daring investment in  and t h e  utilization 

of automated logistics facilities and advanced management techniques can be 



compared to the  prospector type represented by diversification, innovation and 

flexibility, jus t  a s  control-oriented strategy emphasizing management and 

control for effective logistics activity with limited production equipment and 

resources is in the  same context with the  defender type focusing on stability 

and efficiency. In the  same way, systematic logistics strategy, which emphasizes 

the  overall balance and efficiency of a logistics management system through the  

appropriate harmony of effective control on administrative factors and bold 

investments in  technical factors, is connected with the analyzer type seeking 

innovation and stability simultaneously, while inefficient logistics strategy 

without any particular focus is related to t h e  reactor type without a consistent 

reaction mechanism. 

IV. Research Hypothesis 

The research model of this study. t h e  purpose of which is to analyze t h e  

effect of alignment between logistics organization and logistics strategy on the  

utilization of LIS, is represented in (Figure 1). 

(Figure 1) Research Model 

Types of Logistics Organization 
Determinant Factors 

Decentralization factor 
Formalization factor 

Organizational Hierarchy factor 

H 1 

v 

H3 
LIS Utilization Performance 

Utilization Level by Function 
Technical Performance 

Administrative Performance 
A 

Types of Logistics Strategy 
Determinant Factors 

Technolow-oriented factor 
Administration oriented factor H2 
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As mentioned in the  preceding section, many studies on the  relationship 

between logistics organization s t ructure  and the  utilization performance of LIS 

have proposed t h a t  the  degree of formalization and centralization of a logistics 

organization is positive in  terms of managing organizational and behavioral 

factors. but is negative in terms of seeking innovation by accommodating new 

technology[271[301[331[601[781[851[901[1061. Hence. the  following hypotheses 

a r e  proposed on the  basis of these  previous findings. 

H I :  There exists t h e  difference in t h e  utilization performance of LIS according 

to  t h e  type of logistics organization. 

HI-1:  The utilization degree by function of LIS will be higher in less formalized 

and decentralized logistics organizations. 

H1-2: The technical performance of LIS will be higher in  less formalized and 

decentralized logistics organizations. 

HI-3:  The administrative performance of LIS will be higher in highly formalized 

and centralized logistics organizations. 

Karimi. Gupta ,  and Somers(571 asser t  t h a t ,  under the  strategy of pursuing 

market  renovation through the  development of new technology and products. 

information system has  a relatively higher strategic role and t h e  accommodation 

speed of information technology within a corporation is fas ter .  Additionally, 

Snow and Milesl771 s t a t e  t h a t  defenders create a s table  domain by developing 

single-core technology t h a t  is highly cost-efficient, while prospectors create 

changes in the  industry through t h e  development of products and markets  by 

using multiple technologies with a low degree of routinization. The legitimacy 

of Snow and Miles' theory is verified by Segev's study[931, which evaluates 

each of Miles and Snows' strategies by factor analysis.  In  th is  s tudy.  Segev 

substant ia tes  prospectors have higher levels of technical progress and numerous 

technologies, while they have lower values for control system levels and 

operational efficiency t h a n  defenders. The  four types of management  strategy 



presented by Snow and Miles can be correlated with the  four types of logistics 

strategy presented in Yang's study[l081, a s  explained in the  preceding sections. 

Therefore. the  following hypotheses are proposed on t h e  relationship between 

logistics strategy and the  utilization performance of LIS. 

H2: There exists the  difference in t h e  utilization performance of LIS according 

to the  type of logistics strategy. 

H2-1: The utilization degree by function of LIS will be higher in technology- 

oriented logistics strategy groups. 

H2-2: The technical performance of LIS will be higher in technology-oriented 

logistics strategy groups. 

H2-3: The administrative performance of LIS will be higher in control-oriented 

logistics strategy groups. 

According to Snow and Miles' theory(771 on the  alignment of organization 

s t ructure  and management strategy, the  prospector type prefers a decentralized 

organization system by focusing on the promotion rather than control of organization 

activities, while t h e  defender type prefers a centralized organization system by 

focusing on efficiency. The analyzer type is a combination of t h e  above two 

strategies, and prefers a matrix organization system of adjustment and planning. 

Accordingly, these hypotheses are  proposed concerning t h e  alignment between 

logistics organization and logistics strategy, following a combination of t h e  

strategies of Yang and Snow and Miles. 

H3: The utilization performance of LIS will be higher in t h e  congruent groups 

of logistics organization and logistics strategy. 

H3-1: When decentalized organization type is combined with technology-oriented 

logistics strategy, t h e  utilization performance of LIS will be higher. 

H3-2: When centalized organization type is combined with control-oriented logistics 

strategy, the  utilization performance of LIS will be higher. 
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H3-3: When ma t r ix  organizat ion type is combined wi th  sys temat ic  logistics 

s t r a t egy ,  t h e  ut i l izat ion performance of LIS will be higher.  

V. Methodology 

5.1 S a m p l i n g  

For t he  purpose of th is  s tudy,  target  corporations should be large manufacturing 

corporations carrying out  all functions such a s  supply,  production and distr ibution.  

a s  well a s  a continued in teres t  and  suppor t  in  logistics management  a n d  LIS. 

Therefore,  t h e  necessary d a t a  were collected through ques t ionnai res  to  logistics 

officers a n d  logistics exper ts  in  comparatively la rge  manufac tur ing  corporat ions 

among l is ted a n d  registered corporat ions,  by making visi ts  or mail  or facsimile 

a f te r  phone  call.  Of 500 companies.  172 companies replied.  represent ing  a 

collection ratio of 34.4%. (Table 1) summarizes t he  sample characteristics according 

to  i ndus t ry  type  a n d  size.  The  general izabil i ty of a s tudy  i s  de termined by t h e  

representat iveness of t h e  respondents.  As shown i n  t he  table,  sample corporations 

in  t h i s  s t u d y  have  diversified indus t ry  t ypes  a n d  sca les .  The  diversi ty of t h e  

s ample  would s t r eng then  t h e  externa l  val idi ty of t h i s  s tudy  resul t s .  

(Table 1) Sample Characteristics 

Type of Industry* 

Consumption Basic Industrial Electronic and Total 
Industry Material Industry Machinery Industry 

No. of Firms 70(40.7%) 57(33.1%) 45(26.2%) 172 

Organization Size 

Below 50-100 100-200 200-500 500-1000 Above Total 
50 1000 

billion 

No. of 
Firms 

Sales 13 35 37 49 2 1 17 172 

Assets 10 24 42 45 27 24 172 

* consumption industry: food processing, sweetmeats, pharmaceuticals, footwear. clothes. 
wood. furniture. 
basic industrial material industry: textile, organic chemical, inorganic chemical. 
petrochemical, cement, paper, tire, fertilizer, fabric. pulp. metal. 
electronics and machinery industry: computer, home appliances, communication 
equipment, electronic parts ,  automobile, automobile parts ,  machinery. 
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5 .2  Measurements 

5.2.1 Utilization Level of LIS 

In order to measure t h e  utilization level of LIS, nine categories of traditional 

functional LIS are identified based on the researches[51[401[481[761[981 reviewed 

in the  preceding section: the  plant and warehouse location selection system. 

automatic ordering sys tem,  procurement information sys tem,  production plan 

and process control sys tem,  inventory and warehouse management system. 

transportation management system, sale and price management system, consumer 

service and customer management system, forecasting system, a n d ,  by adding 

three more sub-functional information systems ( the  network plan and design 

system, office information system, and accounting information system) t h a t  

laterally support  t h e  effective utilization of the  above nine major functional 

LIS, a total  of 12 functional LIS are  conceptualized. In  order to measure the  

utilization level of each of these twelve functional LIS more accurately and 

objectively, a seven-point scale was se t  up a s  follows by combining Nolan's 

research[811 on the  growth s tage model of information systems and Stephens'  

research[991 on the  integration stage model of supply chain management. 

No Planning Initialization Extension Functional Internal External 
Response Stage Stage Stage Integration Integration Integration 

Stage Stage Stage 

5.2.2 Technical Performance of LIS 

The technical performance of LIS i s  defined a s  user satisfaction degree on the  

system, the  degree of technical success and profitability, t h e  degree of support  

in  the  decision-making process, and system compatibility within and outside of 

t h e  corporation, all of which were already mentioned in  the  preceding section. 

In order to measure the  degrees of these four factors, a total of 1 5  measurement 

i tems, which include eight i tems for measuring user satisfaction degree [41[551. 
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three items for measuring the degree of technical success(251i971, two items 

for measuring the  degree of support in the  decision-making process[581[591. 

and two items for measuring system compatibility, were set  up based on previous 

researches and measured on a seven-point Likert scale. 

5 . 2 . 3  Administrative Performance of LIS 

As mentioned previously, the  administrative performance of LIS is defined a s  

the degree of management's awareness on information systems, the systematization 

level of an  IS plan, the  procurement and training of system specialists, the  

ability of performance measurement and control over information systems, the  

participation level of field managers,  cooperative companies. and trading 

companies for system development, and the  investment ability and experience 

in developing a system. In order to  measure the  degrees of these six factors, a 

total of 14 measurement variables, which include three items for measuring the  

degree of management's awareness[231[371 i871 [I021 i1101, two items for measuring 

LIS plan systematization~371~581~831~1021, two items for measuring the  pro- 

curement and training ability of system specialists[461[651[791 i871, two items 

for measuring performance and operational control ability [581[651[1101. two 

items for measuring participation levels[581 i651[831, and three items for measuring 

investment ability and experience[391[461 were se t  up based on previous researches 

and measured on a seven-point Likert scale. 

5 . 2 . 4  Determinant Factors of Logistics Organization Type 

In this s tudy,  the  formalization degree of a logistics division, the  relationship 

between a logistics division and a n  existing information system division on the  

utilization of LIS, and the  delegation degree of responsibility and authority on 

logistics-related functions are se t  up a s  determinant factors of logistics organization 

structure.  

The formalization degree of logistics division refers to the degree of documentation 

and utilization of logistics organization regulations and systems, and in th is  



s tudy,  i t  is measured with three indices such a s  the  position of the  top 

manager of a logistics organization, the participation of logistics managers in 

strategic planning, and the  documentation of regulations and procedures of 

logistics work based on the  research of Bowersox[ll l  and Daugherty[271. The 

delegation degree of responsibility and authority on logistics-related functions 

indicates the decentralization degree of logistics functions, while the decentralization 

degree is defined a s  the  distribution degree of decision-making authority and 

power within an  organization. This study measures the  decentralization degree 

with a total of five indices devised from a questionnaire created by Hage and 

Aiken[421: three indices indicate the distribution degree of logistics management 

and organization and two indices indicate the  delegation degree of decision- 

making authority related to logistics. The relationship between a logistics division 

and an  existing information system division is measured with two indices: one 

related to the  organizational position of the  two divisions and the  other 

regarding the  responsibility for development and utilization of LIS. Each of 

these ten indices is measured on a seven-point Likert scale. 

5.2.5 Determinant Factors of Logistics Strategy Type 

This study defines logistics activity factors a s  the  variables for classification 

of logistics strategy. In other words, logistics activity factors a re  examined by 

each logistics function and logistics strategy types a re  classified based on the  

degree of focused implementation on these individual factors compared with 

t h a t  of competing companies. For the  selection of variables, among the  44 

logistics activity variables presented in Yang's research[l081, the  eight 

elements of logistics strategy presented in the research of Rao. Stenger and Wu 

[841, and logistics strategic variables presented in other existing researches 

[201[431[731, repeated variables or variables with low explanatory value were 

removed and variables having similar characteristics among variables with high 

explanatory value were enclosed in a group. By following the  above procedure. 

a total of ten variables were established, including five variables from the 
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technological aspect,  such a s  the  automatization and standardization of logistics 

facilities. t h e  utilization of advanced management and quantified techniques for 

t h e  rationalization of logistics functions, the  construction and utilization of 

logistics centers ,  the  establishment of nationwide transportation networks,  t h e  

efficiency of distribution channels,  and another five variables from the admi- 

nistrativc aspect,  such a s  t h r  awareness anti support  of top management on 

logistics management ,  the consistency of  management planning and logistics 

planning, t h e  procurement and rdiication/training of logistics specialists. the 

establishment of computation criteria of logistics cost, t h e  coordination between 

a n  exclusive logistics division and othel. divisions. Thc degree of focused 

implementation on each of these t en  variables is measured on a seven-point 

Likert scale. 

VI. Analysis and Results 

6.1 Re l iab i l i t y  a n d  V a l i d i t y  Tes ts  

6.1.1 Reliability Test  

Reliability t e s t s  of t h e  variables mentioned above, t h e  results  of which can be 

found in (Table 2). were performed with Cronbach a coefficients for all multi- 

i tem scale measures .  As shown in  the  table,  t h e  reliability of i tems measuring 

t h e  utilization level by function of LIS is highest  a t  0.9371 and t h e  reliability 

of those measuring system compatibility within and outside of t h e  corporation 

in the  technical performance of LIS is lowest a t  0.6265. However. a s  i t  is 

generally known t h a t  there  is no problem in evidencing the  justification of a n  

analysis if t h e  Cronbach a coefficient i s  higher t h a n  0.6, t h e  measurement 

i tems in th is  s tudy can be considered to be sufficiently reliable to  evidence t h e  

justification of t h e  analysis results  
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(Table 2) Reliability Test 

Measurement Item No. of cronbach a 

items coefficient 

Utilization Degree by Function of LIS 12 0.9371 

Technical User satisfaction degree 8 0.8850 

Performance Degree of technical success & profitability 3 0.8485 
of LIS Degree of support on decision making 2 0.8850 

System compatibility 2 0.6265 

Management's awareness degree on LIS 3 0.8858 

Administrative Systematization level of LIS plan 2 0.8606 

Performance Procurement and training of system specialists 2 0 .8420 

of LIS System performance measurement and control 2 0.8039 
Participation level in system development process 2 0.8290 

Investment ability for system development 3 0.8339 

Logistics Prospective Factor 5 0.8759 
Strategy Defensive Factor 5 0.8089 

Logistics Formalization Factor 3 0.7238 
Organization Decentralization Factor 5 0.8377 

Hierarchical Factor 2 0.8936 

6.1.2 Validity Test  

Although t h e  determinant factors and measurement items presented in  th is  

study for classifying the  types of logistics organization and logistics strategy 

have been used in  previous empirical studies,  their  construct validities a r e  

questionable compared with those of items for measuring the  utilization 

performance of LIS. In  order to verify the  construct validities of determinant 

factors and measurement items of logistics organization and logistics strategy 

presented in this s tudy ,  therefore, factor analyses were conducted, of which the  

results  are  shown in  (Table 3). 

As shown in the  table ,  t en  measurement variables of logistics strategy are  

categorized into two factors, and the  variables belonging to each factor a r e  

identical to the  component variables of technical and  administrative factors. 

which are  premised theoretically in th is  s tudy,  with t h e  factor loading of each 

variable exhibiting a distinct difference between the  factors. Accordingly, t h e  
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cons t ruc t  val idi ty of measu remen t  variables of logistics s t r a t egy  presented  in  

t h i s  s t u d y  can  be  considered ex t remely  high.  

(Table 3) Validity Tes ts  

Logist ics  S t r a t egy  

Factor Technical Administrative 
Measurement Item Factor Factor 

Construction and utilization of logistics centers 0 . 7 8 8  

Automation & standardization of logistics facilities 

Establishment of nation-wide transportation network 

Utilization of advanced quantified management techniques 

Efficiency of distribution channel 

Coordination between logistics division and other divisions 

Establishment of computation criteria of logistics cost 

Consistency of management planning & logistics planning 

Procurement and training of logistics specialists 

Awareness & support of top management 0.531 

Eigenvalue 4 .221  1.639 

Pct of Var 42 .207 16 .392  

Logis t ics  Organiza t ion  

Factor Decentra- Formaliz- Hierarchy 

-1ization -ation factor 

Measurement Item Factor Factor 

Delegation degree by function of logistics decision making 0 .821  
Delegation degree by rank of logistics decision making 0 .795  

No. of distributed logistics divisions 0 .780  

Logistics division's span of control 0.635 
No. of works and ranks in a logistics division 0.554 

Position of the top logistics manager 0 .779  

Documentation of regulations & procedures of logistics work 0 .728  
Participation of logistics managers in strategic planning 0 .623  

Place of logistics division compared with IS division 0.800 

Place of responsibility for development & utilization of LIS 0 . 7 6 0  

Eigenvalue 3 .277  1 .974  1.486 
Pct of Var 32.768 19 .736  14.863 

* Factor loadings below 0.5 were not presented 



In the  same manner,  ten measurement variables of logistics organization 

structure are  grouped into three factors, where the  variables belonging to  each 

factor a re  also identical to the  component variables of the three determinant 

factors premised theoretically in this study with the  factor loadings of each 

variable exhibiting an  extremely distinct difference. Therefore, the  construct 

validity of measurement variables of logistics organization structure presented 

in this study can also be considered very high. 

6 . 1 . 3  Classification of Logistics Organization Types and  Logistics Stra tegy 

Types  

1) Logistics Organization Types 

In order to classify logistics organization types of the  172 sample corporations. 

clustering was performed using the  factor loadings of three factors presented in 

the  factor analysis results in (Table 3). For clustering, the  number of groups 

most homogeneously binding sample corporations should be determined. Accordingly. 

the  sample corporations were divided into three.  four. and five groups and 

comparatively analyzed according to Lehmann's research(691, which asserts 

t h a t  t h e  number of groups should be determined between (sample size)/30 and 

(sample size)/60. As a result ,  the  number of groups was decided on five 

because the  classification of groups by Duncan tes t  result was easy and the  

difference of characteristics between groups was clear. Subsequently, in order 

to clearly examine the  characteristics of the  five groups drawn above. ANOVA 

analyses and  Duncan tes ts  of the  groups were carried out based on the  mean 

value of the  component variables of each factor, the  results of which a re  shown 

in (Table 4). As shown in the table,  the  results indicate a clear difference for 

each factor between the  five groups, and  the  result  of MANOVA's Pillias tes t  

conducted on all factors and types of logistics organization structure show a 

high significance in the  difference between groups, which proves tha t  there 

exist distinctive characteristic difference between logistics organization types. 
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The differences in organizational characteristics of the  five groups are summarized 

in (Table 5 ) .  

(Table 4) ANOVA results 

Logistics Organization 

Group 

Factor Group A Group B Group C Group D Group E (F  value) 

De- 
centralization 

Formalization 

Hierarchy 

Process Matrix Functional Process Market Pillias = 1.430 
Staff Channel Logistics Line Based (p=O.OOO) 

Logistics S t r a t e m  

Group 
Factor Group A Group B Group C Group D (F value) 

22.0442 
Technical 3.00(L) 5.50(H) 5.70(H) 2.60(L) (p=O.OOO) 

16.4698 
Administrative 5.58(H) 5.69(H) 3.00(L) 3.10(L) (p=O.OOO) 

Control- Systematic Technology Inefficient Pillias = 1.041 
oriented -oriented (p=O.OOO) 

* ( ) is the result of Duncan test(H: High. M: Middle, L: Low) 

(Table 5) t he  characteristics of 5 logistics organization types 

Organization 

Type 

Group E 

-1 
Market 

Oriented 
Organization 

The Strategic Position The Business Control Area Theoretical 
of Logistics Division of Logistics Division Background 

Exclusive logstics division Logistics division executes a limited Bowersox & 
does not exist or lies group of traditional logstics activities Daugherty. 
under the existing which are managed across business (131 
divisions including IS units. The primary logistics activities 
division. are operated independently by each Lambert & 

function with no single executive Stock[661 
and organization. The planning 
and utilization of LIS is executed 
under the responsibility and authority 
of the existing IS division. 
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(Table 5) the  characteristics of 5 logistics organization types 

Organization The Strategic Position The Business Control Area Theoretical 

Type of Logistics Division of Logistics Division Background 

Group C Fxclusive logistics division Logistics division controls the DeHayes & 

1 lies as a functional area existing traditional logistics acti- Taylor[221 
Funct ional  equal to the existing vities and logistics related acti- 

Logistics functional areas including vities executed by each function. 

Organization IS division. Logistics division and IS division 

have jointly the responsibility 

and authority of LIS planning 

and utilization. 

Group B Even though logistics Logistics division executes logistics Bowersox & 

.1 division has a equal activities not included in the Daugherty, 
Matr ix  position with the existing logistics stages activity classifica- [I31 

Channel  functional divisions. i t  tion and other activities managed 

Organization plays a role not a s  a on a channel basis. This type DeHayes & 
function butnk a s  a places a high priority on the  Taylor[221 

program and coordinator. adjustment of primary logistics 

activities within a n  organization 

including LIS and the  linking 

with external logistics activities. 

Group A Even though logistics Even though logistics division Bowersox & 

.1 division has a higher assists and coordinates overall Daugherty. 
Process  position than the existing logistics activities within and (131 

Staf f  functional divisions outside of a n  corporation, the 

Organization including IS division, practical operation on each logistics Stolle[1001 

i t  plays a role not a s  activity is executed under line 

a function but a s  a functions including IS division. 

staff and overall coor- 

dinator of the functional 

areas. 

Group D The existing functional Logistics division integrates and Bowersox & 

1 areas including IS manages overall logistics functions Daugherty. 
Process  division are subordinate within and outside of a n  cor- [I31 

Line  to logistics division. poration including IS division a s  

Organization and logistics division a value added chain. Stolle[lOOI 

controls overall functional 

areas and logistics acti- 

vities with practical re- 

sponsibility and authority. 
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2) Logistics Strategy Types 

In order to classify logistics strategy types of the  sample corporations. clustering 

was conducted using the  factor loading of two factors presented in the  factor 

analysis results in (Table 3). In  the  classification of logistics strategy types. 

unlike the  classification of logistics organization types,  the  number of groups 

was decided upon four, a s  i t  was verified from the  result  of the  above factor 

analysis t h a t  t h e  classification criteria suggested by Miles and Snow (77) and 

Yang (1081 is applicable to this study. 

In order to precisely examine the  characteristics of the  four groups drawn 

above. ANOVA analyses and Duncan tes ts  between the  groups were carried out 

based on the  mean value of the  component variables of each factor, the  results 

of which are  shown in (Table 4). As shown in t h e  table,  strategy group C. 

with high technological ability b u t  low administrative ability, is classified as  a 

technology-oriented logistics strategy group and strategy group A, with low 

technological ability bu t  high administrative ability, is classified as  a 

control-oriented logistics strategy group. Strategy group B ,  whose technological 

and administrative ability are  both significantly high. is classified a s  a 

systematic logistics strategy group with a double axis where the  stability axis 

is  added with t h e  innovation axis caused by the  imitation of opposite parties.  

Finally strategy group D,  with low technological and administrative ability. is 

classified a s  a n  inefficient logistics strategy group. The propriety of the  above 

classification is substant ia ted by Duncan t es t  results showing a clear difference 

for each strategic factor between the  four strategy groups and the  result  of 

MANOVA's Phillias t e s t  t h a t  was conducted on all strategy factors and  groups 

in order to examine the  significance of the  difference between groups. 

3) Frequency by type 

(Table 6 )  exhibits the  frequency by type of logistics strategy and logistics 

organization drawn above by using Cross-Tab. In the frequency by type of logistics 

organization, corporations with market-oriented or functional organization account 



for 2/3 of the  sample.  while only 19.7% have process staff or process line 

organizations. These figures indicate t h a t  logistics management in most Korean 

corporations is not performed comprehensively by a formalized logistics division. 

This can be analyzed due to the  fact t h a t  corporations are  more concerned with 

possible conflict between existing functional areas and logistics division, ra ther  

t h a n  with efficient organization control t h a t  could be realized through com- 

prehensive logistics management.  Meanwhile, in the  frequency by type of 

logistics strategy, corporations taking control-oriented strategy account for almost 

half of the  sample se t  (45.3%). which indicates t h a t  stability strategy through 

t h e  control of organization activities is preferred to innovative promotion 

s t ra tegy;  thus ,  having opposite results  from the frequency by type of logistics 

organization. These contrary results  show t h a t  many corporations do not have 

t h e  congruent relationship between logistics organization and logistics strategy. 

(Table 6) Cross-Tab Result 

Organization 

Strategy 

Technology- 
oriented 

Control-oriented 

Market Functional Matrix Process Process 
Oriented Channel Staff Line 

Systematic 

Inefficient 

Actually, when marke t  oriented organization-technology oriented strategy. 

Row 
Total 

18 4 4 4 2 

28 26 10 10 4 

Column 
Total 

functional organization-control oriented strategy, process l ine organization- 

32 
(18.6%) 

78 
(45.3%) 

4 14 6 4 6 

8 12 4 2 2 

control oriented strategy, matr ix  channel organization-systematic strategy, and 

process s taf f  organization-systematic s t ra tegy are  classified a s  congruent groups 

34 
(19.8%) 

28 
(16.3%) 

58 56 24 20 14 
(33.7%) (32.6%) (14.0%) (11.6%) (8.1%) 

while the remaining a r e  classified as incongruent groups according to t h e  

172 
(100%) 
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theory of Miles and Snow(771. the  frequency of congruent groups is  only 

33.7%. which substant ia tes  the  propriety of the  above analysis. 

6 . 1 . 4  Logistics Organization Types and LIS Utilization Performance 

(Table 7) shows the result of ANOVA analysis on the difference of LIS utilization 

performance between the  types of logistics organization, where nine out of 11 

indices measuring the utilization performance of LIS show a significant difference 

between the  types of logistics organization. and seven of those nine indices, in 

particular,  substant ia te  the  difference between organization types a t  a 99% 

significance level. Hence, hypothesis 1 predicting the difference in LIS utilization 

performance between logistics organization types can be supported. 

(Table 7 )  Results of ANOVA analysis on the Difference by Logistics Organization 

Type of LIS Utilization Performance 

' UDF: utilization degree by function of LIS. US: user satisfaction degree. TSP: the 
degree of technical success & profitability. SDM: the degree of support on decision 
making. SC: system compatibility, MA: the management's awareness degree on 
LIS. SP: the systematization level of LIS plan. PTS: the procurement/training of 

Market Functional Matrix Process Process F Sig. 

oriented Channel Staff Line value 

4.90(M) 5.85(H) 5.52(H) 4.42(L) 5.44(H) 4.165 0.003 

4.20(L) 4.99(H) 4.29(L) 4.15(L) 4.43(L) 6.015 0.000 
4.10 4.43 3.92 3.97 4.52 1.958 0.103 

4.02(L) 4.93(H) 4.17(L) 4.50(M) 4.36(M) 4.834 0.001 

3.66(L) 4.54(H) 3.46(L) 3.50(L) 3.79(L) 5.767 0.000 

3.99(L) 4.72(H) 3.96(L) 4.03(L) 4.27(M) 5.491 0.000 

4.68(L) 5.52(H) 4.83(L) 4.80(L) 4.52(L) 3.482 0.009 

3.74(M) 4.46(H) 3.54(L) 4.25(M) 3.79(M) 2.756 0.030 

3.33(M) 3.91(H) 3.00(L) 3.85(H) 4.00(H) 3.954 0.004 
3.47 4.00 3.25 3.80 3.86 1.837 0.124 
3.38(M) 4.04(H) 3.04(L) 4.10(H) 4.07(H) 2.005 0.096 
3.39(M) 3.87(M) 3.25(L) 3.87(M) 4.10(H) 4.188 0.003 

3.66(L) 4.30(H) 3.49(L) 4.11(H) 4.06(H) 3.328 0.012 

Organization 

Performance 

UDF 

system specialists. PMC: system performance measurement & control ability, PSD: 

Technical 

Performance 

Administrative 
Performance 

participation level in system development process. ISD: investment ability for system 

US 
TSP 

SDM 
SC 

Mean 

MA 

SP 

PTS 
PMC 
PSD 
ISD 

Mean 

development. 
( ) is the result of Duncan test(H: High. M: Middle. L: Low). 



In  a more detailed analysis,  t he  utilization by function of LIS in functional 

organization, matrix channel organization, and process line organization show 

significantly high levels, which is contradictory to hypothesis 1-1 t h a t  predicts 

t h a t  the  utilization degree by function of LIS would be higher under less 

formalized and decentralized logistics organizations. This result  means t h a t  the  

utilization degree of LIS is higher when i t  is operated through effective 

adjustment. control, and efficient interaction between systems within a corporation 

ra ther  than  when i t  is independently operated by each existing functional area.  

and thus  emphasizes the  necessity for a n  integrated LIS. 

As for the  technological performance of LIS, i t  is indicated t h a t  corporations 

with functional organization have significantly higher performance in three 

evaluation i tems except the  technological success degree. while the  performance 

of corporations with process line organization is in t h e  middle range. This 

result  means t h a t ,  in order to  proliferate system technology and achieve 

technical success, appropriate balance and harmony between logistics division 

and existing functional areas  are  required along with t h e  centralized operation 

of LIS, which ultimately supports previous studies (331 [601[781[901 [ lo61 t h a t  

argue the  possibility of excessive formalization hindering technological 

innovation. The result  of ANOVA analysis between organization types on the  

mean value of overall technological performance indices proves the  propriety of 

t h e  above analysis.  Therefore, hypothesis 1-2 is partially supported.  

In the  administrative performance of LIS, on t h e  other hand ,  there exists 

little difference between indicators. The awareness degree of management on 

LIS is significantly high in  corporations employing functional organization. 

which is analyzed to be attr ibuted to the  fact t h a t  necessity for linkage 

between logistics functions through t h e  utilization of LIS is urgently required 

for functional organization than  for any other organization type due to t h e  

characteristics of comprehensively operating logistics-related functions while 

simultaneously maintaining appropriate balance and harmony between logistics 

division and existing line areas .  
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The ability to systematically construct an  LIS plan is highest in functional 

organization and i t  is mediocre in process staff organization, which, a s  already 

mentioned in the  technological performance analysis,  demonstrates tha t  

excessive formalization may impart  negative effects on the  systematization of 

LIS plan. In the  remaining indices, the  performance of corporations taking 

functional, process staff, or process line organizations, is generally indicated a s  

high even though there a re  slight differences in degrees. The result  of ANOVA 

analysis between organization types on the mean value of overall administrative 

performance indices also demonstrates t h a t  these three organization types have 

significantly high performance. Accordingly, hypothesis 1-3, which predicts t h a t  

corporations with highly formalized and centralized logistics organization have 

higher administrative performance of LIS, is generally supported. 

6.1.5 Logistics Strategy Types and LIS Utilization Performance 

As found in (Table 8). which shows the  results of ANOVA analysis on the  

difference of LIS utilization performance between the  types of logistics strategy. 

the  utilization level by function of LIS does not show significant differences 

between the  types of logistics strategy, whereas technological performance and 

administrative performance do indicate significant differences. These findings 

support in par t  hypothesis 2 ,  which predicts the  difference in LIS utilization 

performance between the  types of logistics strategy. Fur ther  detailed analyses 

on the  difference between strategy types discloses t h a t  the  corporations 

implementing systematic logistics strategy have the  highest performance 

significantly in eight out  of 1 1  measurement indices, and also have the  highest 

performance in the  degree of utilization by function and  technical success of 

the  system even though there  are  no differences in significance levels. 

These results can be interpreted to  substant ia te  the  theory of Karimi. Gupta .  

a n d  Somers  [571, which asse r t s  t h a t ,  under  t h e  s t ra tegy  of pursuing marke t  

renovation through the  development of new technology and products, information 

system h a s  a relatively higher s t ra tegic  role and  t h e  accommodation speed of 



information technology within a corporation is fas ter .  However, in technology- 

oriented s t ra tegy ,  which is  in t h e  s a m e  context  of prospector type ( a n o t h e r  

s t ra tegy type for which Karimi. G u p t a ,  and  Somers predicted high uti l ization 

performance of L I S ) ,  t h e  u t i l i za t ion  degree  by funct ion a n d  technological  

performance a p p e a r  to  be even lower t h a n  in control-oriented or inefficient 

s t r a teg ies .  The  cause  of th i s  r esu l t  can  be analyzed from t h e  following two 

a s p e c t s .  F i r s t ,  because  technology-oriented s t r a t e g y  h a s  a c lear  s t r a t e g i c  

direction which is t h e  pursuit  of flexibility through investments in new logistics 

technology and facilities, results completely different from expectations may be 

produced due to  collisions with environmental conditions incongruous for t h e  

(Table 8) Results of ANOVA analysis on the  Difference by Logistics Strategy 

Type of LIS Utilization Performance 

UDF: utilization degree by function of LIS. US: user satisfaction degree, TSP:  the 
degree of technical success & profitability. SDM: the degree of support on decision 
making. SC: system compatibility. MA: the management's awareness degree on 
LIS. SP:  the systematization level of LIS plan. PTS: the procurement/training of 
system specialists. PMC: system performance measurement & control ability. PSD: 
participation level in system development process. ISD: investment ability for 
system development 

* ( ) is the result of Duncan test(H: High. M: Middle. L: Low) 

Sig. 

0.287 

0.121 

0.056 

0.032 

0.030 

0.028 

0.077 

0.004 

0.000 

0.001 

0.040 

0.007 

0.003 

Strategy 

Performance 

UDF 

Technology Control Systematic Inefficient 

oriented oriented 

4.95 5.18 5.69 5.45 

4.36 4.34 4.76 4.68 

3.94(L) 4.11(M) 4.57(H) 4.31(M) 

4.16(L) 4.36(L) 4.94(H) 4.25(L) 

3.84(M) 3.67(L) 4.44(H) 4.00(M) 

4.07(L) 4.12(L) 4.68(H) 4.31(M) 

5.38(H) 4.74(L) 5.20(M) 4.93(M) 

3.81(L) 4.06(L) 4.71(H) 3.68(L) 

3.49(L) 3.50(L) 4.47(H) 2.89(L) 

3.46(L) 3.50(L) 4.53(H) 3.46(L) 

Technical 

Performance 

Administrative 

F 

value 

1.268 

1.964 

2.567 

3.002 

3.058 

3.111 

2.325 

4.661 

7.389 

5.881 

Performance PSD 3.50(L) 3.82(M) 4.26(H) 3.46(L) 

ISD 3.60(M) 3.63(M) 4.20(H) 3.02(L) 

Mean 3.87(L) 3.88(L) 4.56(H) 3.58(L) 

US 

TSP 

SDM 

SC 

Mean 

MA 

SP 

PTS 

PMC 

2.840 

4.136 

4.921 
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pursuit  of such flexibility. Among these environmental conditions, t h e  most 

representative is the  organization system. Accordingly, when technology-oriented 

strategy. suitable for decentralized and elastic organization systems, is combined 

with inappropriate organization sys tems,  system failure may result  and in tu rn  

affect overall performance. Second, problems induced by applying decentralized 

operation system to t h e  utilization of LIS may be reflected in performance. 

That  is. system utilization performance under a decentralized operation mechanism 

may appear to  be low due to t h e  characteristics of LIS, whose range of 

application is wide and for which efficient linkage between functions is very 

important .  The propriety of the  above analysis is verified through t h e  following 

alignment analysis between logistics organization and logistics strategy. 

6.1.6 Alignment between Logistics Organization and Logistics Strategy 

1) The Difference of LIS Utilization Performance between Congruent and Incongruent 

groups 

To analyze t h e  effect of alignment between logistics organization and logistics 

s t ra tegy on t h e  utilization of LIS, t h e  sample corporations in this study were 

classified into congruent and incongruent groups according to t h e  combination 

type of logistics organization and logistics strategy mentioned above. Tha t  i s .  

market oriented organization-technology oriented strategy, functional organization- 

control oriented strategy, process l ine organization-control oriented strategy, 

matr ix  channel  organization-systematic strategy, a n d  process s t a f f  organization- 

sys temat ic  s t ra tegy were classified a s  congruent groups. while t h e  remainder 

were classified a s  incongruent groups according to t h e  theory of Miles and 

Snow[771. The difference in  LIS utilization performance between the  two 

groups was  analyzed by T-test, t h e  results  of which a r e  found in  (Table 9). 

As shown in  t h e  table ,  congruent groups have significantly higher performance 

t h a n  incongruent groups in eight out of 11 indices measuring the  utilization 

performance of LIS. The awareness degree of management on LIS and t h e  



acquisition/training level of system specialists is also higher in congruent 

groups t h a n  in incongruent groups, although there is no significant difference 

between the two groups. Meanwhile, the technical success degree and profitability 

of the  system tends  to be determined by the nature  of projects and by the  

variety of values for the  system itself ra ther  than by the  types of strategy and 

organization structure.  Accordingly, i t  is analyzed t h a t  this index depicts 

different results  from other indices because i t  is least affected by the  congruent 

relationship between strategy and organization. The results  of T-tests between 

t h e  two groups on t h e  mean value of overall technical performance indices and 

tha t  of overall administrative performance indices also demonstrate tha t  congruent 

groups have significantly higher performance than incongruent groups,  which 

therefore, support  hypothesis 3. 

(Table 9) Results of T-test on the Difference of LIS Utilization Performance 

between Congruent groups and Incongruent groups  

* UDF: utilization degree by function of LIS. US: user satisfaction degree. TSP: the 
degree of technical success & profitability. SDM: the degree of support on decision 
making. SC: system compatibility, MA: the management's awareness degree on 
LIS. S P :  the systematization level of LIS plan, PTS: the procurement/training of 
system specialists. PMC: system performance measurement & control ability. PSD: 
participation level in system development process. ISD: investment ability for 
system development 

Congruent Incongruent T 2-Tail 
groups groups Value Sig. 

6.07 4.90 4.674 0.000 

4.83 4.31 3.093 0.003 
4.15 4.23 0.478 0.634 
4.78 4.24 2.774 0.007 
4.36 3.68 3.503 0.001 

4.53 4.12 2.378 0.019 

5.16 4.88 1.274 0.206 
4.40 3.82 2.786 0.006 
3.81 3.47 1.448 0.150 
4.10 3.46 2.760 0.007 
4.12 3.46 3.019 0.003 
4.01 3.45 2.512 0.014 

4.27 3.76 2.590 0.011 

Group 
Performance 

UDF 

Technical 
Performance 

Administrative 
Performance 

US 
TSP 
SDM 
SC 

Mean 

MA 
SP 

PTS 
PMC 
PSD 
ISD 

Mean 
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2) The Difference of LIS Utilization Performance between the  combination 

types of Logistics Organization and Logistics Strategy 

In order to analyze t h e  congruent relationship covered in  the  preceding 

section in more detail. t h e  difference in LIS utilization performance between 

t h e  combination types of logistics strategy and logistics organization s t ructure  

was analyzed by ANOVA, t h e  results  of which can be found in (Table 10)  In 

(Table l l ) ,  t he  performance indices found to be significantly high or low in 

both columns and rows and indices found to be highest or lowest in both 

columns and rows although there  is no significant difference in (Tables l o ) ,  are  

organized by a combination type of logistics organization s t ructure  and logistics 

strategy. 

(Table 11)  shows t h a t  in t h e  case of taking technology-oriented s t ra tegy or 

control-oriented strategy. results  a r e  apparently different depending on t h e  

type of organization s t ructure  with which they are  combined. T h a t  is. a 

technology-oriented s t ra tegy group has  significantly higher performance when i t  

takes  market-oriented organization, while i t  shows low performance with process 

line organization or process staff organization. This is a result  supporting Miles 

and Snow's theory [771, which maintains t h a t  a decentralized and elastic 

organization s t ructure  i s  more suitable for t h e  prospector strategy type. 

Accordingly, hypothesis 3-1 presented in th is  s tudy is supported.  

At t h e  same time, a control-oriented strategy group has  significantly high 

performance when i t  t akes  process line organization or functional organization. 

while showing low performance with market-based organization or matrix 

channel organization. This  resul t  also clearly suppor ts  hypothesis 3-2 presented 

in  this s tudy and reaffirms t h a t  a centralized and s table  organization s t ructure  

is more suitable for t h e  defender strategy type.  

A systemat ic  s t r a t egy  group also h a s  significantly high performance when i t  

t a k e s  process  s t a f f  o rgan iza t ion .  a s  i t  w a s  e x p e c t e d ,  which rea f f i rms  t h a t  

process s taf f  organizat ion sys tem combined wi th  centra l ized factors  of office 

organization and decentralized factors of works doubles t h e  effect of systematic 



(Table 10) Results of ANOVA analysis on the Difference of LIS Utilization Performance bv 
Combination type of Logistics Organization and Logistics Strategv 

( a )  Utilization Degree by Function 

Organization Market Functional Matrix Process Process F Sig. 
Strategy Oriented Channel Staff Line value 

Technology 5.83(H.H) 3.63(M.L) 5.08(H) 2.29(L.L) 4.75(M.M) 4.726 0.005 

Control 4.38(L.L) 6.08(H.H) 5.32(M) 4.48(L.M) 6.38(H.H) 5.939 0.000 
Systematic 4.29(L.L) 6.23(M.H) 5.79(M) 7.04(H.H) 5.83(M.H) 2.439 0.071 

Inefficient 4.92(M) 5.64(H) 5.14 5.58(M) 3.08(L) 1.342 0.282 

F value 2.755 4.543 0.211 10.999 4.707 
Sip. 0.051 0.007 0.887 0.000 0.027 

(b) Technical Performance 

US: user satisfaction degree. TSP: the  degree of technical success & profitability, 
SDM: the  degree of support on decision making. SC: system compatibility 
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Organization 
Stratew 

Technology 
Control 

Systematic 
Inefficient 

F value 
Sip. 

(c) Administrative Performance 

Market 
Oriented 

5.19 
4.40(M) 
5.50 
4.08(M) 

Functional Matrix Process Process 
Channel Staff Line 

5.33 6.00(H) 5.50(H) 5.67(H) 
5.59(H) 4.27(M.L) 4.67(M.H) 2.83(L.L) 
5.52 4.56(M) 5.50(H) 4.67(M) 
5.44(M) 5.50(M.H) 2.67(L.L) 6.33(H.H) 

0.101 5 639 3.641 5.499 
0.959 0.006 0.036 0.017 

F Sip. 
value 

0.246 0.901 
10.61 0.000 
0.995 0.426 
6.818 0.001 

P 1 1;efficient 

F value 

S 

Technology 
Control 

Svstematic 

Sip. 10.249 0.001 0.238 0.539 0.670 

I Technology 13.83 3.50 2.75(L) 2.75(L) 3.50 10.763 0.559 

P 
T 

Technology 
Control 

Systematic 

Sip. 

Technology 
Control 

Systematic 
Inefficient 

F value 

P 
M 

Technology 
Control 

I Systematic 

0.046 0.418 0.048 0.090 0.954 

3.56(M) 4.25(H) 3.00 3.00 3.50 
3.25(M.M) 3.88(H.M) 2.4O(L) 4.00(H) 4.00(H) 
4.25(B) 4.86(H) 3.67 4.50 4.50 
2.63(L) 2.75(L) 3.50 3.50 3 .OO 

1.412 6.668 1.527 0.748 0.533 

Control 
Systematic 
Inefficient 

F value 

S 

0.374 0.825 
3.442 0.012 
0.707 0.594 
0.759 0.562 

Inefficient 13.38 3.67 3.00 4.00 3 .OO 10.464 0.762 
F value 1 1.396 0.700 1.566 1.379 0.998 

I Sin. 10.157 0.099 0.356 0.317 0.348 1 

3.18(M) 4.00(H) 2.60(L.L) 3.50(M.M) 4.00(H) 
4.25 4.50 4.50(H) 5.50(H) 4.17 
3.25 3.58 3.50(M) 4.00(M) 3.00 

1.526 1.171 3.339 3.200 0.518 

S 

* MA: the  management's awareness degree on LIS. S P :  the  systematization level of 
LIS plan. P T S :  t he  procurement/training of system specialists. PMC: system 
performance measurement & control ability. PSD:  participation level in  system 
development process. ISD: investment ability for system development 

* ( ) is the result of Duncan tes t (H:  High. M: Middle, L: Low). The front indicates 
the tes t  result of row values and the rear indicates the  test  result of column value. 

2.795 0.032 
0.715 0.589 
0.270 0.894 

Inefficient 12.58 3.17 3.17 3.67 3.00 
~~~~ ~ 

0.590 0.673 
F value 1 1.804 2.203 1.142 1.273 1.234 



Lf F306;lt 

(Table 11) Summary of ANOVA results 

UDF: utilization degree by function of LIS. US: user satisfaction degree. TSP: the  
degree of technical success & profitability, SDM: the  degree of support on decision 
making. SC: system compatibility. MA: the management's awareness degree on 
LJS. SP: the  systematization level of LIS plan. PTS: the  procurement/training of 
system specialists. PMC: system performance measurement & control ability. PSD: 
participation level in system development process. ISD: investment ability for system 
development 

Systematic 

Inefficient 

s t r a t egy  s imul taneous ly  pursuing  stabil i ty and  flexibility. However, mat r ix  

channel  organizat ion.  ano the r  organization sys tem expected to  have  a congruent  

relat ion wi th  sys temat ic  s t ra tegy,  does not  show a high al ignment a s  was  

expected with t h e  exception of users '  sat isfact ion degree.  This  is analyzed t o  be 

because conflict a n d  confusion over t h e  ac tua l  responsibility and  author i ty ,  due  

to  overlapping and  complexity in  office organization a n d  works,  d i lu te  t h e  effect 

High 

Low 

High 

Low 

SC 

UDF 

SP.  PTS. 
ISD 

TSP. SC. 
PTS 

PMC. PSD. 
ISD 

US 

TSP 

US 

UDF. SDM. 
SC, SP. 

PMC. PSD. 

ISD 

MA. S P  

US. TSP. 
MA 

UDF. SDM. 
PMC. PSD 
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of adjus tment  and control, which are  the  characteristics of the  matrix system. 

The resul t  t h a t  functional organization removed in such overlapping and 

complexity shows higher alignment with systematic strategy t h a n  matrix 

organization proves t h e  propriety of t h e  above analysis,  which therefore. 

partially suppor ts  hypotheses 3-3. Inefficient strategy, a s  expected, has  no 

organization type suitable for the  effective utilization of LIS and ,  in t h e  case of 

t h e  combination of inefficient strategy and process line organization, i t  is 

difficult to  asser t  a congruent relation between the  two types because indices 

showing high performance coexist with those showing low performance. 

I n  conclusion, in  the  case of technology-oriented strategy or control-oriented 

s t ra tegy,  whose strategic directions are  clearly defined a s  flexible or s table ,  t h e  

judgement cri teria on congruent or incongruent organization s t ructure  a r e  

distinct. Meanwhile, in  t h e  case of systematic strategy simultaneously pursuing 

flexibility and stabil i ty,  i t  is difficult to present clear judgment criteria on 

congruent organization structure. However, i t  is also difficult to present incongruent 

organization s t ructures  for systematic s t ra tegy,  unlike for technology-oriented 

s t ra tegy or control-oriented s t ra tegy.  In  other words, there  is no organization 

s t ructure  t h a t  can be said to  have especially low performance. This suggests 

t h a t  systematic strategy can minimize t h e  risk of system failure induced by 

inconsistencies between logistics s t ra tegy and  organization s t ructure ,  t h u s  

supporting Miles and Snow's theoryl771 t h a t  t h e  analyzer strategy type is t h e  

strategic style t h a t  can maximize benefits on t h e  one hand and minimize risk 

on t h e  other .  

The above result  proves t h e  propriety of t h e  preceding analysis t h a t  points 

out system failures combined with incongruent organization s t ructure  a s  a 

cause of low performance in  technology-oriented strategy. In t h e  same  context, 

t he  resul t  t h a t  a n  inefficient strategy group without a consistent reaction 

mechanism has  a higher utilization degree by function and higher technical 

performance t h a n  a technology-oriented strategy group can also be explained. 

In addit ion,  although a technology-oriented s t ra tegy group h a s  significantly 

- 45 - 



higher performance over o ther  organization types when i t  applies market- 

oriented organization, t h e  absolute value of the performance is not high. This 

result  also proves t h e  propriety of the  preceding analysis t h a t  points out the  

limitation of decentralized operation strategy and organization system in LIS 

utilization as  another cause of low performance of technology-oriented strategy. 

W. Conclusion and Discussion 

The combination types of logistics organization and logistics strategy suitable 

for the  utilization of LIS were presented in this s tudy through alignment 

analysis between logistics organization s t ructure  and logistics strategy. 

In the  relationship analysis between logistics organization structure and the  

utilization performance of LIS, i t  was found t h a t  corporations with centralized 

and formalized logistics organization, such a s  functional organization or process 

line organization, have significantly high performance levels. Also, in t h e  

relationship analysis between logistics strategy and the  utilization performance 

of LIS, i t  was found t h a t  a systematic strategy group has  significantly high 

performance levels, while a technology-oriented strategy group, which was 

expected to  have high utilization performance along with systematic strategy. 

have even lower performance t h a n  a n  inefficient strategy group. 

As such. these two results  are  different from what  was predicted in  this 

study and t h e  reasons can be explained through t h e  following two aspects.  

Fi rs t ,  system failures caused by the combination of technology-oriented strategy. 

which is suitable for a decentralized and flexible organization system, with a n  

incongruent organization s t ructure  may affect overall performance since the  

effect of linking them with a congruent or incongruent organization s t ructure  is 

clear in  the  case of technology-oriented strategy or control-oriented strategy. 

whose strategic directions a r e  explicitly defined a s  flexible or s table .  In the  

same context, i t  can be explained tha t  systematic strategy, which simultaneously 

pursues flexibility and stabil i ty,  can minimize the  risk of system failure 
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induced by inconsistencies between logistics strategy and organization structure.  

The second aspect is t h a t  system utilization performance under a decentralized 

operation mechanism may appear to be low due to the  characteristics of LIS. 

whose range of application is wide and for which efficient linkage between 

functions is very important.  Therefore, a s  was mentioned in the  beginning of 

this s tudy ,  the  organization system and strategy type suitable for performance 

may vary depending on characteristics of a corporation and environmental 

conditions with which they are  combined. In this respect,  t h e  importance of the  

alignment analysis between logistics organization and logistics strategy for the  

efficient utilization of LIS conducted in  this research becomes more obvious. 

In t h e  analysis of the  differences in LIS utilization performance between the  

combination types of logistics organization and s t ra tegy,  completely different 

results  were shown, depending on the  type of logistics organization or 

strategies t h a t  are  combined with those t h a t  a r e  found to have relatively low 

system utilization performance in the  preceding two analyses.  Tha t  i s ,  t he  

utilization performance appeared to be significantly high when technology- 

oriented strategy is combined with market-oriented organization and when 

control-oriented strategy is combined with functional or process line organization. 

In the case of process staff organization, not only did the utilization performance 

appear  to be significantly high when i t  is combined with systematic strategy. 

but  the  absolute values of t h e  performance also appeared to be highest among 

all combination types in six out of 11 measurement indices. 

The above four combination types are  applicable to  t h e  congruent groups 

presented in  th is  s tudy based on t h e  theory of Snow and Miles, a s  is the  

systematic strategy-matrix channel organization. In  the  analysis of the  difference 

of LIS utilization performance between these congruent groups and remaining 

incongruent groups, i t  was empirically proved t h a t  these  congruent groups have 

significantly higher performance in  t en  indices, with t h e  exception of t h e  

sys tem's  technical success degree, which is least  influenced by a congruent 

relationship between s t ra tegy and organization. Although i t  was found through 



t he  above analyses tha t  the congruent relationship between logistics organization 

and strategy plays a n  important role for the  efficient utilization of LIS, the  

actual  frequency of corporations having this congruent relationship is no higher 

than  33.7%. a s  shown in (Table 7 ) .  Such inefficient logistics reality provides 

more t h a n  enough value and importance to th is  study. 

However, th is  s tudy  does not lack limitations. Fi rs t ,  more detailed and 

precise classification of logistics organization s t ructures ,  logistics strategy types 

and LIS performance indices should be established and to do th is ,  da ta  

collection from a wide range of sources, s tudy on more specific measurement 

methods for the  accurate analysis of corporate organization s t ructure  and 

strategy pat terns ,  and the  development of more objective measurement indices 

on the  utilization performance of LIS are  necessary. Second. a s  th is  s tudy dealt 

with alignment only a t  the  time of the  survey, i t  did not consider the  aspect of 

time in analyzing t h e  alignment of a corporation's strategy and organization 

structure.  Tha t  is ,  th is  study did not measure changes in  performance t h a t  

result when a corporation loses the  alignment i t  once had or bring about 

during t h e  process of realizing the  alignment. Accordingly, i t  i s  recommended 

t h a t  future research be conducted through panel studies or dynamic research 

with time intervals ra ther  than  studies which classify groups by phenomenon 

appearing a t  one particular point in time. Third,  a multi-dimensional analysis 

on t h e  utilization relationship of LIS should be performed by expanding the 

scope of analysis to  corporate characteristics and environmental factors other 

than  logistics strategy and logistics organization s t ructure .  
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